Electrical Homogeneity Mapping of Epitaxial Graphene on Silicon Carbide


ABSTRACT: Epitaxial graphene is a promising route to wafer-scale production of electronic graphene devices. Chemical vapor deposition of graphene on silicon carbide offers epitaxial growth with layer control but is subject to significant spatial and wafer-to-wafer variability. We use terahertz time-domain spectroscopy and micro four-point probes to analyze the spatial variations of quasi-freestanding bilayer graphene grown on 4 in. silicon carbide (SiC) wafers and find significant variations in electrical properties across large regions, which are even reproduced across graphene on different SiC wafers cut from the same ingot. The dc sheet conductivity of epitaxial graphene was found to vary more than 1 order of magnitude across a 4 in. SiC wafer. To determine the origin of the variations, we compare different optical and scanning probe microscopies with the electrical measurements from nano- to millimeter scale and identify three distinct qualities of graphene, which can be attributed to the microstructure of the SiC surface.
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INTRODUCTION

Graphene growth on silicon carbide (SiC) by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) combined with hydrogen intercalation allows 4 in. wafers to be covered with quasi-freestanding (QFS) single-layer graphene (1LG) or bilayer graphene (2LG). This technology enhances the carrier mobility and changes the conduction from electrons to holes. Precise control of such properties is extremely useful for applications in integrated circuits, gas sensors, photonics, and terahertz electronics. However, progress on the development for these types of devices on wafer scale has been limited because of the lack of rapid electrical, optical, and structural characterization techniques capable of imaging entire wafers with spatial resolution ranging from millimeters down to tens of nanometers.

Electrical characterization of graphene on SiC has typically required fabrication of Hall bar-type devices, which allow measurements of conductivity, carrier density, mobility, and mean free path. However, these types of devices are sensitive to geometrical errors and material uniformity and provide values that are the weighted average over the device area, which can range from micrometers to millimeters square, thus making it difficult and cumbersome to carry out high spatial resolution mapping over larger areas because of inherent inhomogeneities in graphene transport properties. Optical imaging techniques such as optical microscopy and Raman spectroscopy have been successfully used for providing vast information on optical and structural properties, respectively. Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) is an alternative rapid characterization technique for mapping the optical reflection over large areas, while retaining high spatial resolution of ~150 nm.

There are several techniques that are becoming increasingly popular for studying large areas of two-dimensional (2D)
materials. For instance, terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS), microwave impedance, and micro four-point probe (M4PP) measurements are readily available techniques for mapping the electrical properties of graphene.\(^{24-27}\) THz-TDS and microwave impedance are contactless techniques, both providing information on electrical conductivity. M4PP measures the electrical conductance on scales from micrometer to millimeter depending on the probe distance, using four electrodes that make direct physical contact to the sample surface. In each of the three cases, maps are generated by scanning a given area of the sample.

In this paper, we combine information from the above-mentioned electrical and optical mapping techniques and reveal significant variations in electrical properties of QFS 2LG across a 4 in. SiC wafer, which we attribute to nanoscale structural variations within the SiC substrate. THz-TDS mapping across the entire wafer reveals order of magnitude variations in the dc sheet conductivity (\(\sigma_{dc}\)). These results are in excellent agreement with M4PP mapping of the sheet conductance (\(G_s\)). Although these techniques provide a good benchmark, they are limited in spatial resolution to tens or hundreds of micrometers and do not reveal the structural properties of graphene and the substrate. Further employing a host of complementary techniques such as CLSM, Raman spectroscopy, atomic force microscopy (AFM), and Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM), we observe three distinct areas of graphene characterized by different electrical properties, which we suggest are formed as a consequence of different levels of defects present in the SiC substrate prior to the growth, as also evident by the fact that the same areas are found in same locations on different wafers from the same ingot after growth. The findings here show that the structure and quality of SiC substrates can have drastic impact on the electrical properties of CVD graphene grown on top, even across a single wafer.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

\(\sigma_{dc}\) and \(G_s\) of graphene across a 4 in. SiC wafer were mapped by THz-TDS and M4PP, respectively. The resulting maps (Figure 1a,b) agree well and reveal significant inhomogeneities.
in the conducting properties of graphene and highlight variations of more than 1 order of magnitude in $\sigma_{dc}$ across the 4 in. wafer.

To compare the THz-TDS and M4PP measurements, we performed a higher resolution THz-TDS scan of a stripe across the center of the wafer (Figure 1c). M4PP line scans with larger electrode pitches ($150−450\,\mu m$) were carried out to achieve a measurement probing a length scale similar to that of the THz-TDS measurement. The THz-TDS $\sigma_{dc}$ values along the same line were extracted. $\sigma_{dc}$ and $G_s$ from the line scans are shown in Figure 1d and highlight the excellent correlation between the THz-TDS and the M4PP measurements despite both showing variations of a factor of $\sim 30$ across the wafer.

To investigate the reasons behind the variations in $\sigma_{dc}$ across the 4 in. wafer, we identify three regions of interest (highlighted in Figure 1d) for further studies, R1, R2, and R3. R1 is a region with high and uniform $\sigma_{dc}$, where the THz-TDS and M4PP measurements fully agree. R2 is a region with low and relatively uniform $\sigma_{dc}$, where the THz-TDS and M4PP measurements also agree. Finally, R3 is a region with intermediate and nonuniform $\sigma_{dc}$, where the THz-TDS measurements yield a higher $\sigma_{dc}$ compared to the M4PP measurements.

$G_s$ extracted from the M4PP line scan is independent of the probe pitch between 150 and $450\,\mu m$ (Supporting Information Figure S2). Figure 1d also shows the microwave impedance conductivity measured across the same line as the M4PP line scan. $\sigma_{dc}$ from the microwave impedance measurements agrees quantitatively with the THz-TDS and M4PP measurements in the wide zone R1 but does not track the more rapid spatial variations in R2 and R3 because of the far larger spot size ($20 \times 20\,\mu m^2$).

The M4PP $R_A/R_B$ resistance ratio for the line scan is shown in Figure 1e. In regions R1 and R2, the current flow is 2D-like ($\sim 1.26$), whereas the $R_A/R_B$ resistance ratio fluctuates in R3, indicating that the current flow is more restricted. This also explains why the results from THz-TDS and M4PP deviate in R3. THz-TDS is sensitive to the nanoscopic conductivity averaged over a length scale corresponding to the characteristic distance traversed by an electron during one cycle of the alternating THz field, which is on the order of $10−100\,nm$. Given that the spot size of the THz beam is $\sim 350\,\mu m$, the measured values of the conductivity can be considered as the average of all $10−100\,nm$ interaction regions across the beam spot, which is essentially the averaged conductivity. In contrast, a M4PP measurement with $300\,\mu m$ probe pitch (see illustration in Supporting Information Figure S1) is measuring the 2D conductance, which is highly sensitive to any obstructions of the current flow, and only identical to the 2D conductivity for a perfectly uniform conducting film of constant thickness.

CLSM, KPFM, and Raman spectroscopic mapping were carried out in all three regions, R1, R2, and R3, to further understand the differences in $\sigma_{dc}$ observed in Figure 1. The CLSM images reveal clear topographical differences between the three regions as shown in Figure 2a−c. In region R1, the sample is highly ordered with large flat terraces and well-defined steps. This corresponds well to the 6H-SiC bulk crystal in regions where the basal plane is tilted less than $0.03^\circ$ from the (0001) direction. This is known to lead to a well-ordered surface morphology from a step-bunching effect during SiC high-temperature hydrogen etching prior to graphene growth. In region R2, the sample is highly ordered with large flat terraces and well-defined steps. This corresponds well to the 6H-SiC bulk crystal in regions where the basal plane is tilted less than $0.03^\circ$ from the (0001) direction. This is known to lead to a well-ordered surface morphology from a step-bunching effect during SiC high-temperature hydrogen etching prior to graphene growth. In region R3, the surface structure of R3 is different to both the previous regions, this time being highly disordered and showing clear signs of screw dislocations. Here, the hydrogen etching of the SiC substrate has formed deep pits. Higher and lower magnification CLSM images from the three regions can be found in the Supporting Information (Figure S3) and show general consistence of images across a
much larger area. On the basis of CLSM images, R3 can contain up to 100 screw dislocations per 1 mm² area with the distance between two screw dislocation centers being as low as ∼20 µm.

Maps of the Raman 2D peak width (Figure 2d–f) and the surface potential measured by KPFM (Figure 2g–i) corroborate well with the features observed in the CLSM images. However, Raman and KPFM also reveal finer structure on the submicron scale. Representative Raman spectra for R1, R2, and R3 are shown in Supporting Information Figure S4 with average values of the 2D peak widths (full width at half-maximum) for the three different regions summarized in Supporting Information Table S1. The 2D peak widths of 50.5 ± 1.6 cm⁻² for the blue regions and 59.7 ± 3.3 cm⁻² for the red/yellow regions in R1 (Figure 2d) are characteristic of 2LG and 3LG, respectively (Supporting Information Figure S4a).²²,³³ The structural quality of 2LG is highly uniform for R1 with homogeneous 2LG coverage, where thicker layers of graphene are formed at the step edges. However, the same cannot be said for R2, which shows significant local variations in the 2D peak widths, indicative of nonuniform graphene coverage (Figure 2e). In this region, the average 2D peak widths are 38.1 ± 3.7, 49.8 ± 2.0, and 58.6 ± 3.1 cm⁻², which we assign to 1LG, 2LG, and 3LG, respectively (Supporting Information Figure S4b).²²,³³ In R3, we observe a similar 2D peak width of 50.1 ± 2.1 cm⁻² for the blue, 2LG regions, albeit with a slightly larger variation than that of R1 and slightly lower values for red/yellow, 3LG regions, 57.8 ± 2.2 cm⁻² (Supporting Information Figure S4c). Thus, the structural quality of graphene assessed by Raman spectroscopy in R3 (Figure 2f) is somewhere in-between R1 and R2.

The surface potential in R1 is highly uniform (except for a contaminant object on the surface with higher surface potential, Figure 2g) as opposed to the more strongly varying surface potential in R2 and R3 (Figure 2h,i). In R2, the KPFM image, similar to the Raman 2D peak width, shows local surface potential variations across the surface. The screw dislocations in R3 are also visible in the surface potential image, which varies across individual dislocations. The difference in the surface potential at step edges compared to terraces is higher in R3.

Thus, the distinct indications of disrupted current flow in Figure 1d,e could be explained by the step edges in R3 acting as resistive or reflective barriers obstructing current flow. The step edges are also taller in R3 compared to R1 and R2 (AFM images, Supporting Information Figure S5), which has previously been shown to negatively affect the electrical properties of graphene on SiC.²⁴–²⁸ The AFM images also show that the terraces between steps in the substrate are flat.

From the detailed CLSM, KPFM, and Raman maps obtained from R1, R2, and R3, it seems clear that the profound differences in the structure of the SiC substrate dictate the growth and corresponding electrical properties of graphene. In R1, we observe a well-ordered topography of the SiC substrate, which leads to the growth of uniform and highly conducting graphene. A graphene layer with strong variations in the surface potential is found in R2, likely originating from the irregular SiC surface structure observed here. Disordered graphene found in R2 has the lowest conductivity across the wafer. In R3, where the THz-TDS and M4PP measurements deviate, we find a high density of screw dislocations with high step edges that seems to affect the current flow. From M4PP measurements conducted inside R3 with a 200 times smaller pitch (1.5 µm) than in Figure 1 (Supporting Information Figure S6), we find that the variation in Gs across screw dislocations is on the order of the factor of ∼30, as also observed across the full wafer. Such large local variations in Gs are bound to lead to variations between THz-TDS (simple spatial average) and M4PP (weighted average between probes) and highlight the complex nature of graphene grown across screw dislocations in R3. Interestingly, the M4PP measurements with small 1.5 µm probe pitch, shown in Supporting Information Figure S6, highlight that Gs in R3 actually contains the same two conductance plateaus as in R1 and R2 and that the intermediate conductivity measured by THz-TDS and M4PP with large electrode pitch in R3 is an average of these. The difference between the measurements originates from the spatial distribution of current flow between electrodes in M4PP measurements being greatly perturbed, whereas the THz-TDS measurement is affected less because it averages over smaller interaction regions across the beam spot.

The claim that the variation in electrical properties of graphene is due to pre-existing defects in the SiC substrate is backed up by a THz-TDS measurement performed on graphene, which was grown on another SiC wafer from the same ingot as the SiC wafer shown in Figure 1. The σdc map of the second wafer (Supporting Information Figure S7) shows features that are very similar to the map of the initial wafer. The σdc values are lower for the second wafer, but it clearly shows regions with high and low conductivity that are spatially located at the same areas on the two wafers, thereby supporting the notion that the surface of the SiC substrate is of utmost importance for achieving a homogeneous graphene growth.

## CONCLUSIONS

THz-TDS and M4PP measurements were performed to map the electrical properties of QFS graphene across a 4 in. SiC wafer. The two measurement techniques are in good agreement and demonstrate how σdc of the QFS graphene can vary by a factor of ∼30 across a wafer. Three distinct regions with specific σdc behavior were observed. From CLSM, KPFM, and Raman spectroscopy, we find that the differences in electrical properties across the wafer can be attributed mainly to variations in the SiC surface structure that are present prior to graphene growth. The substrate quality, therefore, has a profound impact on the resulting graphene growth. It was found that more defect-free SiC surfaces yield graphene with higher conductivity and with more uniform current flow. The results revealed here give an increased understanding on the crucial importance of the substrate for high-quality growth of graphene on SiC. Additionally, THz-TDS can be used for optimizing the conditions of the graphene growth regardless of the quality of the SiC substrate and for rapidly prescanning of as-grown or QFS graphene samples to identify areas with optimal properties for specific applications.

## METHODS

Semi-insulating chemomechanically polished SiC substrates were hydrogen-etched prior to graphene growth to remove a few tens of nanometers of the upper SiC, which may have been damaged in the polishing procedure. Etching was performed at 1600 °C and 100 mbar. Epitaxial graphene was subsequently grown by CVD/vapor phase epitaxy on the Si-face of nominally on-axis 6H-SiC in a hot-wall Aixtron G5 reactor commercially used for SiC epi-growth under similar conditions as applied for hydrogen etching, that is, T = 1600...
were intercalated with hydrogen after growth to decouple graphene coupled Picometrix spectrometer. The sample was scanned in the E frequency-dependent sheet conductivity of graphene, therefore enabling step-nucleation sites for graphene growth are located at the atomic steps, process can be found in the Supporting Information. The samples are intercalated with hydrogen after growth to decouple graphene from the SiC substrate and obtain QFS graphene. THz-TDS measurements were conducted using a commercial fiber-coupled Picometrix spectrometer. The sample was scanned in the focal plane of a THz beam at normal incidence to form a spatial map with spatial resolution given by the diffraction-limited spot size of ~350 μm at 1 THz (Supporting Information Figure S1). The frequency-dependent sheet conductivity of graphene, $\sigma_f(\omega) = \sigma_f(\nu) \cdot \omega$, can be determined for each pixel in the raster-scanned map through the transmission function $T_{ref}(\omega) = \frac{E_{ref}(\omega)}{E_{film}(\omega)}$, where $E_{film}$ and $E_{ref}$ are the Fourier transforms of the THz waveforms transmitted through graphene-covered SiC and nongraphene-covered SiC, respectively. The frequency-dependent sheet conductivity is extracted from the transmission function as:

$$\sigma_f(\omega) = \frac{n + 1}{n_0} \left( \frac{1}{n_{film}} - 1 \right)$$

where $n_0$ is the vacuum impedance and $n$ is the refractive index of the SiC substrate. $n_{film}$ is extracted, as described previously, by fitting the real part of $\sigma_f(\omega)$ from 0.4 to 1.1 THz to the Drude model, $\sigma_f(\omega) = \sigma_0 / (1 - i\omega\tau)$, where $\tau$ is the carrier scattering time.

44 M4PP mapping of G was performed on a semi-automated CAPRES microRSP-M300 using 10 μm electrode pitch, lock-in technique (12 Hz), and a set current of 250 μA. The surface was detected during engagement using a strain gauge sensor to maintain consistent probe pressure and avoid sample damage.51 Measurements were conducted in two configurations (labeled A and B, see inset in Figure 1e). From the M4PP resistance ratio ($R_A/R_B$), it is possible to determine whether the current flow in the sample is qualitatively one- or two-dimensional (1D or 2D). If $R_A/R_B = 1$, the current flow is 1D-like, typical for damaged regions where the source-drain current flow is restricted to narrow pathways, whereas $R_A/R_B \approx 1.26$ corresponds to an uninhibited current flow, where the sample is homogeneously conducting in two dimensions.52,53 The M4PP measurements were conducted with the probes aligned horizontally in all images shown as indicated by the probe positions in Supporting Information Figure S1. The M4PP resistance measurements were carried out to measure the sheet resistivity ($R_s$) of the graphene film.54 $R_s$ was determined by measuring the shifts induced to the frequency and quality factor of a sapphire microwave resonator located inside of an electromagnetic cavity. During the measurement, the sample is placed over a 20×20 mm$^2$ opening of the cavity, from which the evanescent near-field emerges. The carriers in graphene interact with the electromagnetic field, thereby shifting the resonance of sapphire, which is measured using a vector network analyzer. $R_s$ can be determined by taking into account the substrate thickness ($d_s$), permittivity of free space ($\varepsilon_0$), relative permittivity of SiC ($\varepsilon_{SiC}$), shift in linewidth due to substrate ($\Delta\nu_s$) and graphene ($\Delta\nu_g$), and frequency of the resonator ($f_\text{ref}$):

$$R_s = \frac{\Delta f}{\pi f_\text{ref} \varepsilon_0 (\varepsilon_{SiC} - 1)(\Delta\nu_s - \Delta\nu_g)}$$

CLSM was performed using an Olympus LEXT OLS4000 system in ambient air. It is designed to operate in reflection mode, and the optical image of the sample was produced by using a photomultiplier tube to capture the reflected optical signal from the 405 nm wavelength laser that is scanned across the sample surface using a micro-electro-mechanical system scanner and galvo mirrors. The system uses a confocal pinhole to eliminate out-of-focus light, which enhances the spatial resolution of the system to ~150 nm. However, using the confocal setup significantly reduces the depth-of-field as the sample plane is often not perpendicular to the optical axis of the microscope objective, with only a small portion of the field-of-view being in focus at a time. A fully in-focus image is achieved by capturing a series of images at different focal-planes along the z-axis (minimum of 60 nm steps) and combining the brightest pixels from each z-stack. This often leads to artifacts, where neighboring brightest pixels from adjacent z-stacks have different brightest intensities.

Raman spectroscopy was performed using a Renishaw InVia system fitted with a 532 nm excitation laser and 1800 grooves/mm grating. The laser is focused to approximately 800 nm spot size through a 100x objective (0.85 NA), and the confocal was set to 65 μm slit opening. The maps were acquired in ambient air with 100 nm pixel size, 0.25 s exposure, and ~10 mW laser power. The maps were generated by first normalizing to the highest SiC peak and then subtracting a reference SiC spectra. The G- and 2D-peaks of the resulting spectra were fitted to extract maps for the area, intensity, width, and shift.22

Topography (AFM) and surface potential measurements were performed using the Bruker Icon scanning probe microscope in ambient air. The measurements were carried out using a two-pass mode. During the first pass, the topography of the sample was mapped using PeakForce Tapping with PFQNE-AL probes. The PeakForce mode performs force-curves at a rate of 2 kHz and extracts the topography at the specified set point force of 5 nN.26 In the second pass, the surface potential of the sample was mapped using frequency-modulated KPFM implementation. During the second pass, the probe is kept at a constant lift height of 45 nm by tracing the topography line obtained during the first pass. To measure the surface potential (commonly referred to as the contact potential difference, $V_{CPD}$), the cantilever is driven on resonance ($f_0$) while a low-frequency ($f_{mod}$) ac voltage ($V_{ac}$) is applied to the conductive probe. This externally applied voltage, together with any other inherent potential differences between the probe and sample, leads to electrostatic attraction/repulsion that shifts the resonance of the cantilever by $f_0 = f_{mod}$ and other higher harmonics of $f_{mod}$. The surface potentials are mapped by using a PID feedback that monitors these side lobes and adjusts them by applying an additional dc voltage ($V_0$) such that $V_0 = V_{CPD}$, thus compensating for $V_{CPD}$ and measuring it at the same time. Further details on FM-KPFM are available elsewhere.47
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